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The liberal media did everything they
The leftist media relentlessly
could to help President Barack Obama
attacked Mitt Romney from the very
get reelected in 2012. It was the most
beginning. One of the most sophomoric
blatant and nauseating display of slanted
smears came from The Washington
and propagandistic news coverage that
Post, which ran a 5,400-word “expose”
I’ve witnessed in the 25 years since the
revealing that as a teenager Romney
MRC began.
once pinned a kid down and — shockers!
— cut his hair. Then, when Romney
We predicted it would happen.
went on a campaign trip to Europe
Unfortunately, we were right. Moreover,
and Israel this summer, 86 % of the
the left-wing media have no plans to slow
evening news stories
their assault against
by ABC, CBS, and
conservatives and
NBC emphasized his
conservative ideas.
supposed “diplomatic
Their ongoing campaign
blunders,” “gaffes” or
is to help transform
“missteps.”
America into a socialist
welfare state. We’re
In September,
battling that assault
the left-wing Mother
every day through our
Jones posted a
various MRC divisions,
secretly recorded
our NewsBusters blog,
video of Romney
The liberal media’s bias in the
MRC TV, our CNSNews.
where he mentioned
2012 election was the most
com news service, and
that 47 % of Americans
nauseating and propagandistic news
our grassroots MRC
don’t pay federal
coverage of the last 25 years.
Action team.
income taxes. Over
three days, ABC, CBS, and NBC churned
We know from polling we conducted
out 42 stories on the video, equaling 90
that our campaign worked. We succeeded
minutes of coverage. ABC’s Diane Sawyer
in exposing the left-wing media and
predictably described this “news” as a
neutralizing their impact. Consider:
“political earthquake.”
22.8% of Romney voters said they’d have
voted for Obama had they believed the
Yet when Obama crassly proclaimed,
press!
“You didn’t build that!” — an insult to
every American worker — the networks
We win many battles, all the time, but
didn’t report it for 4 days. Similarly,
the struggle is non-stop because we are
when Obama said in June that “the
fighting a multi-billion dollar left-wing
private sector is doing fine,” the
Goliath. To meet the enemy head on in
networks gave it one night’s coverage
the coming year (and further on), we
and then dropped the story.
need to clearly examine and expose what
happened with the liberal media’s 2012
As for unemployment, the lib-media
election coverage for it is only going to
repeatedly played down the bad news
be more vicious going forward. Let’s look
as the rate stayed above 8 % for the first
at a few examples.
Continued on page 2
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Continued from page 1

The leftist media dutifully repeated the White House’s blatantly
false talking points that the terrorist attack on the U.S.
consulate in Banghazi was sparked by a shoddy anti-Muslim
YouTube video.

8 months of 2012 and then hit 7.8% in September. That
was the same rate as when Obama entered office and
nowhere near where he promised it would be by now but
it was somehow joyful news to the networks.
When the unemployment rate ticked back up to 7.9% in
October, however, just before the election, the liberal media breezed by that number and instead spun the anemic
171,000 jobs growth figure as “beating predictions.” (They
also largely ignored the weak 2% GDP growth.) Meanwhile,
the real unemployment rate, which includes those Americans who are underemployed and who have stopped looking for work, is 14.6%, an estimated 23 million Americans.
On the national security front, terrorists attacked the
U.S. consulate in Benghazi, Libya, on the anniversary
of 9/11 and our ambassador and three other Americans
were killed. For weeks after the incident, President
Obama, U.N. Ambassador Susan Rice, Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton, Press Secretary Jay Carney, and numerous
Obama campaign surrogates ludicrously claimed that
an anti-Muslim video on YouTube had generated a
spontaneous uprising that escalated into the attack.
But during the final presidential debate in October,
CNN’s Candy Crowley rushed to Obama’s defense, cutting
Romney off and boldly claiming that the president had
described the attack on the U.S. consulate as an “act

of terror” one day after the incident. That wasn’t true.
The president had spoken generically on Sept. 12,
claiming “no acts of terror will ever shake the resolve
of this nation.” Obama did not describe Benghazi as a
“terrorist” action. He repeatedly blamed the video.
The YouTube video, in fact, was the party line
for more than two weeks. Yet when new information
surfaced in late September proving the administration
had been told within 24 hours that the incident was a
“terrorist attack,” ABC didn’t report the news for two
days and CBS and NBC held off on reporting it for three
days. They also downplayed news in October about the
White House decision not to send military assistance
to the consulate for over seven hours. Crowley, no
surprise, never brought that up.
The sparse and selective coverage was all geared to
push the politically disastrous news past Election Day —
call it the “October Suppression.”
On election night, Nov. 6, we ordered a telephone
survey done of 1,000 voters with specific questions about
liberal media bias. The results of that poll showed that
62.8% of American voters think there is liberal bias in the
media: 47.4% said the coverage was biased for Obama
while 15.2% said it was biased for Romney.
Romney, to be frank, never truly supported the
conservative agenda and that is why he lost. The
liberal media, conversely, claim Romney was not liberal
enough and that the GOP must now do exhaustive “soul
searching” and allow its principles to evolve if it wants
to win. (Funny how the media ignore the conservative
aspect of the 2010 election results.)
The liberal media’s post-election agenda is to blame
conservatism for the GOP’s failed presidential race,
when we know it is conservatism itself that is the ticket
to prosperity, limited government, and individual liberty.
We are right, and we will continue to soldier-on, to
document, expose, and neutralize the left-wing media’s
bias and work to create a media culture in America
where truth and liberty flourish. You can help us fight
this good fight by donating to the MRC. We want your
support. Join us.
Sincerely,

L. Brent Bozell III
Founder and President

We are right, and we will continue to soldier-on, to document, expose,
and neutralize the left-wing media’s bias and work to create a media
culture in America where truth and liberty flourish.
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MRC’s NewsBusters Attracts More Than

1 MILLION facebook FANS
Another 1 Million Nails in the Liberal Media’s Coffin
NewsBusters (NB), the MRC blog dedicated
to exposing and combating liberal media bias,
garnered its 1 millionth fan — “Like” — on
Facebook in late October. That number is now
1,032,674 and growing rapidly every day. It’s a
tremendous milestone for the blog, for the MRC,
and for the 1-million-plus fans who read NB and
help tell the truth about liberal news bias through
social media “sharing” and commenting.
When NewsBusters hit 1 million “likes,” MRC
President Brent Bozell said, “This incredible
achievement is a clear reflection of the American
public’s growing awareness of liberal media
bias, and is a testament to the hard work of MRC
analysts and bloggers.”
“The American people know that the liberal
media are trying to rig the election for Barack
Obama, and NewsBusters has become an
invaluable tool in circumventing the corrupt liberal
media who simply refuse to Tell the Truth,” said
Bozell. “I would like to thank our fans for their
support of NewsBusters and the MRC’s mission to
bring balance and responsibility to the news media
by documenting and exposing liberal media bias.”
NewsBusters is the only conservative blog
with more than 1 million fans on Facebook.
That puts NB in elite company, joining FoxNews.
com, Rush Limbaugh, and Glenn Beck as one of
the few conservative media outlets to reach a
seven-figure fandom on the world’s largest social
network.
NewsBusters garnered 1 million fans because
The MRC blog, NewsBusters, surpassed 1 million fans -- “Likes” -- in
its Web traffic — the number of people visiting
October. It is the only conservative blog on Facebook with that many
the site — was increasing at a rate of 88 percent
fans, putting it in the same rank with Facebook pages for Rush Limbaugh,
Glenn Beck and Fox News.
a year. By October 25, NB’s traffic had risen 147
percent from the same period in 2011. That day
and an archive of broadcast and cable news recordings
was when the 1 millionth Facebook fan clicked “Like.”
dating back to 1987.
NewsBusters was launched in August 2005 by the MRC
Make a liberal mad: Join the NewsBusters
to provide immediate exposure of liberal media bias,
Facebook
fan empire! Go to Facebook and type
insightful analysis, constructive criticism and timely
in
“NewsBusters”
in the search box or go directly
corrections to news media reporting. NewsBusters takes
to
www.facebook.com/newsbusters.
Look for the
advantage of the MRC’s thorough and on-going tracking of
thumb’s
up
icon
and
“Like”
NB!
liberal media bias, including a wealth of documentation
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Bits & Pieces
Joe Blow

Although a liberal GOP candidate lost to Obama, the liberals at CNN
contend the GOP needs to be more liberal (i.e., not conservative) to
win future elections.

More RINOs?
Although the GOP ran the most liberal candidate in the
presidential field this year, and lost, the political geniuses at
left-wing CNN think the solution for the Republican Party is
to be … more liberal. On the Nov. 9 Starting Point, CNN’s Don
Lemon chirped, “I think unless the GOP becomes the GNP, which
is the Grand New Party, they’re on the verge of extinction
because they’re tone deaf.”
“It’s not a party,” lectured Lemon. “It’s not just about —
quite frankly, old, white men don’t decide who the president
is going to be anymore.” Co-host Soledad O’Brien chimed in
to promote liberal Jon Huntsman for the GOP, praising his
daughter’s tweet about writing-in his name on Election Day.
O’Brien then quoted lefty Nick Kristof of the NYT, “If the
Republicans had nominated Jon Huntsman Jr., they might have
been the ones celebrating right now.”

‘Wing-Nuts’

CNN predictably praised left-winger
Elizabeth Warren for winning a Senate race
in Massachusetts and smeared, again, Rep.
Michelle Bachmann (R-Minn.) as a “wing nut.”

MSNBC’s token Republican Joe Scarborough
went on ABC’s The View, Nov. 9, to do what he
does best: Trash conservatives. He railed that
Republicans have “to stop listening to the most
extreme people in their party, whether it’s
on talk radio or cable news or the internet.”
Left-wing View co-host Whoopi Goldberg was
elated, cheering Joe on, “Say it one more time.
One more time. One
more time, Joe,
please say it.”
Faux-conservative
co-host Elisabeth
Hasselbeck also
applauded Joe and
wondered, “Everybody’s talking about
a new Republican
Party has got to
happen? Something’s
going to change.
Would you maybe
consider being on
the ticket?” Perhaps
realizing his own
political bankruptcy,
Joe answered, “No,
because I would be
MSNBC’s Republican
home even less if
Joe Scarborough loudly
that were the case.”
and repeatedly blamed
conservatives for the GOP
presidential loss.

CNN revealed its insulting liberal bias the day after the election through
its coverage of Democrat Elizabeth Warren and Republican Michelle
Bachmann. Warren, a hard left ideologue who beat incumbent Sen. Scott
Brown in Massachusetts, was cheerily described by CNN’s Soledad O’Brien
as a “reformer” for “that’s what she ran on.” Early Start co-host Ali Veshi
also gushed over Warren, “I have to say, regardless of party, good for her.
She prevailed. She got crushed and now she’s going to be a U.S. senator.”
As for conservative Rep. Michelle Bachmann (R-Minn.), CNN contributor
John Avlon quipped, “And I mean, look, it was a bad night for wingnuts last night, but Michele Bachmann is straight through in a redrawn
district that was drawn to be more conservative.” Liberal panel member
Roland Martin yucked that up for the viewers. Liberal Warren = reformer,
conservative Bachmann = wing-nut. Got it?
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Sandy Spin

Like a wind-up doll, liberal Harry Smith
went on the Nov. 1 Today show and, without a
shred of evidence, blamed Hurricane Sandy on
global warming. “First it was Hurricane Irene,
then last October’s freak snowstorm, and now
Sandy,” harped Harry. “Mother nature has put
an unprecedented strain on the power grid
and some experts are
wondering if climate
change is to blame.”
He droned on,
“Sandy’s relentless
wind, rain, and storm
surge laid the power
grid to ruin. And there
is a growing consensus
that this is all part of
NBC’s Harry Smith
a new normal. Many
a climate scientist say there is a reason this
is happening.” Smith then asked Con-Ed’s VP
John Miksad for his “view, not science, just
your gut,” and he dutifully replied, “I’ve
never seen anything like this. ... It is just
crazy.” Smith ended with a warning, “There’s
something going on.” Yes, there is, it’s called
global warming hysteria.

Minibits
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NYT Hypocrisy

The New York Times is so in the tank for President Obama it’s
pathetic. One example: Back on Oct. 29, 1992, a week before the
Bush I-Clinton election, the NYT whined that GDP at 2.7 percent was
up but it “almost certainly exaggerates the health of the economy,
which continues
to creep along
at a painfully
slow pace. Even
the 2.7 figure is
half the normal
rate of recovery
and not enough
to bring down
unemployment.”
Yet on Oct.
Economic and unemployment numbers are worse
27, 2012, a week
under Obama than under Bush I, but in 1992 the NYT
before the Obama- hammered Bush’s economic numbers and Bill Clinton
Romney contest,
was elected.
the NYT cheered
that GDP had hit 2 percent. “The slow pace of the nation’s economic
recovery has picked up a bit lately,” roared the Times, “beating expectations and the dismal 1.3 percent growth in the second quarter.
Over the past year, the growth rate has been 2.3 percent. At that
pace, there’s enough momentum to keep unemployment, currently
7.8 percent, from getting much worse.” Yeah! We’re on a roll now!
Continued on page 6

n CNN’s Soledad O’Brien cheers, “unemployment which was 14.7%, now 14.6
percent — are you feeling encouraged at all? to which conservative Grover
Norquist quips, “No, this is not even a dead cat bounce.” n MSNBC’s Chris Matthews — a Catholic! — mocks
the fact that life begins at conception, “This is extremism! It’s almost like Sharia. You’re saying to the country,
we’re going to operate under a religious theory.” … Matthews also rails, “Do you hear the 1950s in Romney’s
voice? I hear it all the time. It’s this, ‘Women have children. They got to go home to feed the kids.” n
Fellow MSNBC lefty Ed Schultz spins Obama’s lousy first debate, “It was just very frustrating to watch a guy
[Romney] lie to the American people and not be counter-punched because we’re
afraid he’s going to be called an angry black man.” n Carl Bernstein spins his
yarn, “There’s never been a really radical Democratic Party, but now we have
in Washington a truly radical Republican Party way outside the mainstream of
even the Ronald Reagan party.” n Hollywood’s Barbra Streisand honestly says,
“Compared to George W. Bush and Ronald Reagan, Obama has been more fiscally
conservative than any other president in recent history, with the exception of
President Bill Clinton.” n MSNBC’s Martin Bashir rants that if Rep. Paul Ryan’s
Soledad O’Brein
budget passes, “then Meals on wheels would be killed, transportation services
to the disabled would be destroyed, food stamps would be eviscerated. I think many Americans would end up
in soup kitchens like that.” n NYT’s Paul Krugman explains the Romney-Ryan agenda, “they want to expose
many Americans to financial insecurity, and let some of them die, so that a handful of already wealthy people
can have a higher after-tax income.” n Politico’s Jonathan Allen suggests Joe Biden’s real appeal: “Joe Biden’s
bringing sexy back.”
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BITS & PIECES: Continued from page 5

‘Idiot White Guys’

The Hollywood Left revealed its true character about a week before the
election when actor Jay Thomas went on Current TV and verbally eviscerated
Mitt Romney and Paul Ryan. Here’s the charming quote: “He’s a gosh-darn guy
[Romney]. He doesn’t drink. The other guy’s a big Catholic. I mean, I can’t
believe we’re talking the 21st century and these two white idiots are running for
something. I just think it looks like 1955. These are the most un-modern people
I’ve ever seen. They’re medieval, almost. They don’t believe in abortion. They like
gay people, but they don’t want them to get together. It’s really odd. I just believe
that Barack Obama looks like the future of the United States, I’ve always said.
Thomas railed on, urging liberals to get out and vote and fretting, “I’m afraid
you’re not going to get out and vote and you’re going to get your ass kicked by
these two idiot white guys.”

Actor Jay Thomas ranted against the
GOP presidential ticket, attacking
them as “two white idiots” who were
“unmodern” and “medieval.”

What Unemployment?

Just four days before the
election, ABC, CBS and NBC
did their part to minimize
the negative impact to the
Obama campaign from the
rise in the unemployment
rate from 7.8 to 7.9 percent
in October.

Although the unemployment rate ticked back up to
7.9 percent four days before the election, ABC, CBS,
and NBC largely buried the news and instead spun that
jobs’ growth was upbeat. ABC’s Diane Sawyer on Nov. 2
gave the story 18 seconds, thumping that the “new jobs
report … shows 171,000 jobs created last month, beating
predictions.” Over at NBC’s Nightly News, Brian Williams
hummed, “Employers added 171,000 jobs to their payrolls
in October. That was better than the experts had expected. Unemployment rate ticked up to 7.9 percent as more
people were actively looking for work.”
CBS Evening News’ Scott Pelley reported the same
numbers but noted that the 171,000 new jobs was “not
enough to make a dent in unemployment.” Neither
network broadcast the real unemployment rate, which
includes people who are underemployed and who
stopped looking for work. That number is 15 percent and
translates into 23 million people out of work.

Suicide Good

CNN founder and all-around left-wing bat Ted Turner thinks it’s a good thing
that U.S. soldiers are killing themselves — no kidding. On CNN’s Piers Morgan
Tonight, Oct. 19, host Piers Morgan brought up the rise in suicides among U.S.
soldiers and asked, “That’s shocking, isn’t it?”
Turner smirked and lectured, “Well, what — no, I think it’s — I think it’s good,
because it’s so clear that we’re programmed and we’re born to love and help each
other, not to kill each other, to destroy each other. That’s an aberration. That’s
left over from hundreds of years ago. It’s time for to us start acting enlightened.”
Turner apparently is as ignorant of human nature as he is of history.

Got a TWITTER account?
Follow the MRC and CNS to get the lates news and
the inside scoop on liberal media bias –

@BrentBozell / @BrentBaker / @ TimGraham
@MichaelChapman / @TerryJeffrey

CNN founder Ted Turner said it was
“good” that more U.S. soldiers are
committing suicide.
Like us on Facebook

Media Research Center
CNSNews.com
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Hollywood Won 2012?
The television industry loves to claim that all of the
sex, violence, and foul-mouthed language they display
has zero harmful effects on children. On the other hand,
they would never dream of telling their advertisers that
their paid messages on TV have no effect. So does the
entertainment industry have an impact, or doesn’t it?
The answer is that Tinseltown certainly has an
effect, and when that effect is felt in the political
arena, the hell with pretending they don’t. They openly
celebrate.
After the 2012 election, the surprising (if narrow)
victories for liberals drew a thumbs-up commentary
from former Washington Post reporter Sharon Waxman at
The Wrap website. She credited Hollywood.
“Hollywood should be euphoric today. The
entertainment industry woke up to election results
that reflect a country a lot more like the fictional place
they’ve been depicting on screens large and small for
decades: more ethnically diverse, more gay-friendly,
with powerful women and where it’s just fine to light up
a spliff.”
The black president won re-election, alongside
the first openly lesbian U.S. Senator. Voters approved
gay-marriage referendums in four states and marijuana
legalization measures in two states. Waxman added exit
poll numbers for minorities: Latinos voted for Obama
by 75 to 23, and Asians by 73 to 26. “The affirmation
of liberal values in this election is remarkable,” she
claimed.
Waxman conceded that almost half the country
voted for Mitt Romney. She guessed “the rejection of the
Republican Party agenda was more of a factor than an
embrace of left-wing values.”
Where to start? The left certainly can — and should
— take the credit for the civil rights crusade. But that
was a half century ago. Why not give Abe Lincoln — yup,
Republicans, the credit?
Forty-four states don’t have gay-marriage legislation.
Since 1998, in 28 states where it’s been proposed, every
single ballot initiative to uphold traditional marriage has
passed, including blue states like Hawaii and California,
although the size of the majorities faded over time.
How did Tolerant Tinseltown handle it? The passage
of California’s Proposition 8 in 2008, fervently expected
to fail in the Year of Obama, led to a vicious round of
anti-Mormon sentiment and blacklisting for opposing
“history,” and at least two Mormons were forced
into resignations from entertainment jobs for making
thousand-dollar donations to the Prop 8 campaign.
Forward to 2012, and the Mormon Church didn’t
want to get involved in state referendums in Maine,
Maryland, Minnesota, and Washington state because it
might interfere with electing the first Mormon President.

Still, the media
declared the victory
emanated from television
sets across America in HD — for Highly Democratic — and
there’s truth here.
The Hollywood Reporter conducted a poll with the
research firm Penn Schoen Berland on October 29 and
announced that shows with gay characters, like ABC’s
Modern Family, Fox’s Glee, and NBC’s The New Normal
are helping drive voters to “historically unprecedented
support of gay marriage.” (Did you hear that, you
conservatives who regularly ignore Hollywood because
who cares?)
Asked about how the shows influenced them, 27
percent said gay-promotional TV shows made them more
pro-gay marriage, and six percent more opposed. Obama
voters watched and 30 percent grew more supportive,
to two percent less supportive. Surprisingly, the shows
were also winning over Romney voters: 13 percent
became more pro-gay-marriage, while 12 percent
were more opposed. (Did you hear that, pro-family
conservatives?)
Pollster Mark Penn insisted young people are the
most influenced. “Almost twice as many voters under
35 say these shows made them more in favor of gay
marriage compared with voters over 35 — 38 percent
versus just 20 percent. Impressionable young people are
more open to changing their views and behavior, based
on what they’re watching.”
But the networks want to deny impressionable
young people are swayed by the sensationalism in
their programs. The evidence to the contrary is
overwhelming.
Liberals are twice as likely to watch these shows, but
over the past decade, the Hollywood Reporter poll found
about three times as many voters have become more for
gay marriage as against — 31 percent pro, 10 percent
anti.
Gay activists and their media allies now routinely
cite Glee and Modern Family as proof of the historical
inevitability of social liberalism. After the election,
former Republican pollster Matthew Dowd cracked the
Republicans were a “Mad Men party in a Modern Family
world.” In other words, they’re fifty years behind the
times.
These same liberals continue to lament democracy
is being destroyed by corporate money sloshing all
over the television during the ad breaks, presumably
because of their impact in a medium where they claim
the entertainment sponsored doesn’t have an impact on
impressionable folks — except when the impact furthers
the destruction of social mores they like to champion
publicly. Did you follow that?
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The experts at the Media Research Center are interviewed almost every day on
stories of national importance, often reaching millions of Americans daily. They
provide analysis and commentary on radio, TV, the Internet, in magazines, books
and in newspapers, always striving to help restore political balance to the major
media. Some of the MRC’s latest media appearances include the following:

Television
C-SPAN:
CBC:
CNN:
FNC:

Washington Journal, Oct. 13, Nov. 5
CBC News, Oct. 26
The Situation Room, Oct. 24
Hannity, Oct. 18, 25, 31, Nov. 8, 12, 15
Happening Now, Oct. 15
Lou Dobbs Tonight, Oct. 19
NewsWatch, Oct. 27
Stossel, Nov. 12
The Grapevine w/ Bret Baier, Oct. 30
Varney & Co., Oct. 23, Nov. 2
Dennis Miler Show, Oct. 26
Newsmax TV: Bozell interview, Oct. 17

Radio
America’s Morning News, Oct. 18, 26
America’s Radio News Network, Oct. 16, 24, 31
American Family Radio, Oct. 18, 22, 24
Cable Radio Network, Oct. 18, 24
Chris Plante Show Oct. 29, 30, 31, Nov. 1, 2, 3
Heritage Foundation Radio, Oct. 19
Jim Bohannon Show, Oct. 18
Lars Larson Show, Oct. 24, Nov. 1
Mancow Morning Madhouse, Oct. 18
Mark Levin Show, Nov. 7
Phil Valentine Show, Nov. 5
Rush Limbaugh Show, Nov. 7, 15,
KCMN, Colorado Springs, CO, Oct. 22, 31
KNRS, Salt Lake City, UT, Oct. 16
KPRZ, San Diego, CA, Oct. 17, 24, 31
KWEL, Midland, TX, Oct. 15, 29
NRA News, Oct. 16, 17, 26
WCHS, Charleston, WV, Nov. 1
WDRC, Hartford, CT, Oct. 23
WEZS, Laconia NH, Oct. 26
WFLA, Tallahassee, FL, Oct. 31
WIBA, Madison, WI, Oct. 16, Nov. 1
WIBC, Indianapolis, IN, Oct. 31
WINA, Charlottsville, VA, Oct. 19
WKCT, Bowling Green, KY, Oct. 16
WMUZ, Detroit, MI, Oct. 22, 26
WNRR, Augusta, GA, Oct. 29, Nov. 2
WNWS, Jackson, TN, Oct. 24
WOR, New York, NY, Nov. 1
WPHT, Philadelphia, PA, Oct. 18
WROK, Aurora, IL, Oct. 15, 29
WSBA, York, PA, Oct. 25
WTKF, Morehead City, NC, Oct. 19, Nov. 2
~ PARTIAL LISTING

On Fox’s Special Report, host Brett Baier noted
MRC research showing how the NYT trashed Bush I’s
2.7% GDP number in 1992 but praised Obama’s
2.0% GDP rate going into the 2012 election.

Print
Associated Press, Oct. 23
Boson Herald, Oct. 23
Boston Globe, Oct. 23
Charlotte Observer, Nov. 6
Dayton Daily News, Oct. 23
Investor’s Business Daily, Nov. 5
Los Angeles Times, Oct. 26
New Haven Register, Oct. 27
New York Times, Oct. 23
Philadelphia Inquirer, Oct. 16, 22
Pittsburgh Tribune-Review, Oct. 20, Nov. 10
San Francisco Examiner, Oct. 28
The Washington Post, Nov. 1
Times-Picayune, Oct. 23
Washington Times, Oct. 12, 23
World magazine, Nov. 7
~ PARTIAL LISTING

For their weekly “Media Mash” segment, MRC
President Brent Bozell joined Sean Hannity in
studio to discuss MSNBC Chris Matthews’
comment that Hurricane Sandy was “so good”
for politics and Obama.

Internet
9News.com, Oct. 21
American Spectator, Oct. 18, Nov. 2
Breitbart.com, Oct. 24, 25
CBS News.com, Oct. 23
Christian Newswire, Oct. 19
Christian Post, Oct. 15
CNN.com, Oct. 16
Contact Music, Oct. 16
Daily Beast, Nov. 1, 10
Daily Mail, Oct. 22
Drudge Report, Oct. 23, 24, 25, 30, 31,
Nov. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13,
14, 16, 17, 18, 19
FoxNews.com, Oct. 17, 19, 23, 31,
Nov. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
Gateway Pundit, Oct. 17, 23, 25
Hot Air, Oct. 16
Huffington Post, Oct. 23, Nov. 8
Mediabistro.com, Nov. 7
Mediaite, Oct. 28
National Review Online, Oct. 15
Newsmax.com, Oct. 17
OneNewsNow.com Oct. 12, 18, 23, 26
Political Matters, Nov. 2
Politico, Oct. 23, 31
Red Alert Politics, Oct. 20
Tea Party Command Center, Oct. 17
The Hill.com, Oct. 22
Washington Examiner, Oct. 15, 26, 29
Washington Post.com, Nov. 2
~ PARTIAL LISTING

On Fox’s Cavuto, BMI Editor Julia Seymour detailed
how the liberal media blamed Congress 16 times
more often than blamed Obama for the fiscal cliff.

The MRC’s Rich Noyes’ article on “Five ways the
mainstream media tipped the scales in favor of
Obama” is featured on the Fox News web site.
MRC and BMI research and analysis is regularly
posted on the “Bias Alert” page of the highly read
FoxNews.com web site.
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